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-References: Facility. Operating License No. NPF-37.. Docket N 50-443
,

: Attentions Document Control Desk

. Subjects, Licensee' Event-Report (LER) No. 89-011-01: Unsealed Penetrations
in'the CST Enclosure

Gentlemen:

Enclosed'please find Licensee Event Report (LER) No. 89-011-01 for-
Seabrook Station. This submittal provides. supplemental information '!

-regarding.an' event.which was identified on September 5 1989, and is being ('

'

reported' pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1) and 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii).-j

Should you require further.information regarding-this matter, please
contact Mr. Richard R. Belanger at-(603).474-9521, extension 4048.

Very truly yours.

[s/6 hf4
Ted C. Feigenbaum

Enclosures. NRC Forms 366, 366A

cc Mr. William T. Russell
Regional Administrator

. f, g . t- United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
V Region I

475-Allendale Road
' ' b ' Kin;; of Prussia, PA 19406

o ourc:.
Sh Mr. Antone C. Cerne

,|j -NRC Senior. Resident Inspector'

O= P.O. Box 1149 ;

' fy - -Seabrook, NH. 03874

~$$
+ osa INPO

- Records Center
1100-Circle 75~ Parkway M7,,

3gg . Atlanta, GA '30339
''

, New Hampshire Yankee D: vision of Public Service Company of New Hampshire

,4 .P.O. Box 300 * Seabrook, NH 03874 * Telephons (603) 474 9521 -
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Contrary to Technical Specification 3.7.1.3 it has bee. determined
that there are three unsealed piping penetrations in the conl:nsate storage I

'

tank (CST) enclosure.

On Septembn 5, 1989, while in MODE 5 the question was raised as to
whether these penetrations were sealed. After investigating further, it was
determined they are not sealed and thus the CST enclosure is inoperable. The
CST enclosure is required by Technical Specifications to be OPERABLE in Modes
1, 2, and 3. Seabrook Station has entered Mode 3 twice and Mode 2 once
without the CST enclosure being OPERABLE.

Prior to initial criticality, as was the entirety of the first of the
two entries into Mode 3, there was pr> safety significance. The second entry
into Mode 3 was during low power testing, when Mode 2 was also entered. At
that time the safety significance was minimal.

The cause is attributed to hydrostatic penetration sealing requirements
not being completely transformed into field fibrication and installation
detail drawings.

Corrective action for this incident includes sealing the unsealed
penetrations and also revising the Technical Specifications Surveillance Log
to provide clarification of the requirement for CST enclosure integrity.

This is the first event of thii type at Seabrook Station.
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Seabrook Station Technical Specification 3.7.1.3 requires the
Condensate Storage Tank (CST) (TK) and the concrete CST, enclosure to be
OPERABLE in Modes 1, 2 and 3. OPERABLE is defined as the CST containing a
minimum volume of 212,000 gallone of water and the CST enclosure being capable

',

.of retaining the 212,000 gallons of, water.
,

i
On September 5, 1989 at 1:36 p.m. EST, the possibility of unsealed

piping penetrations in the CST enclosure was identified by New Haapshire j
Yankee. Due to their configuration, it was difficult'to physically verify
whether or not the three ptnetration seals were installed. An investigation
subsequently determined that seals were not installed in three piping

|
penetrations.

BACKGROUND

p The CST is a Safety r, lass 3, Seismic Category I source of demineralized
[. water for the Auxiliary Feodvater (AFW) system (BA). The CST enclosure is a d

| two foot thich concrete structure which completely su+: rounds the CST, two
| inches from Se tnni The enc 1c.sure providen tornado missile protection. It
|. also provides a means of retaining the minimum volume of water required by the
'

Technical Specifications in the unlikely event of a tank failure.
1
l'
| Three penetrations in the CST enclosure were determined to be unsealed.

'

K The penetrations consist of two 12' diameter sleeves around 8' diameter pipes
| and a 28" diameter sleeve around a 24" diameter pipe. The bottom of bath of
|- these 12' penetrations is at an elevation of 9''above the bottom of the tank, i

| the 28" penetration is 13" above the-bottom of the taak. Therefore, the CST-

j; enclosure would not be capable of retaining the required volene of water, as,

| specified in the Technical Specifications, in the unlikely evi.:.c of a tank |

| failure.
.

Contrary to the requirements of Technical Specification 3.7.1.3,
!Seabrook Station has entered Mode.3 twice and subsequently entered Mode 2 once

without the Condensate Storage Tank enclosure being OPERABLB. The entries
into Mode 3 occurred on February 15, 1987 and June 1, 1989. 1

ROOT CAUSE AND GENERIC IMPLICATIONS ,

Barrier requirements at Seabrook Station are identified by numerous
source documents. Input from these documents form a design basis for barriers

-and their penetrations. No single source document exists identifying all
|- barrier. penetration seal requirements. The most probable cause of three (3)

unsealed piping penetrations in the Condensate Storage Tank (CST) enclosure is
the lack of seal installation requirements being transformed into
installation drawings.|

|

The CST fabrication specification, UE&C 9763-006-246-6, " Specification
for Safety Class 3 Field Fabricated Tanks",. identifies the location and types
of seals to be installed in the CST enclosure penetrations.. The Construction

|
'
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Manager, in paragraph 2.2e, was assigned responsibility for the enclosure
seals specifically to " Install seals and boots to nozzles of the Condensate ,

Storage. Tanks penetrating the missile shield walls'.

However, this activity was not identified on install'ation documents.'. The CST enclosure sleeve chart, drawing 202452, identified the sleeves for the
tank nozzle.penetratior. but the required seal type was not specificd.
Additionally, the unique design of the concrete enclosure, being within two
inches of the CST, resulted in the piping / nozzle interface being external to
the enclosure. Therefore, piping isometrics also did not identify the seals.

To assure that plant safe shutdown was not compromised, potential
generic implications were examined. This was accomplished by determining,

barrier requirements that could affect the safe shutdown of the plant,
identifying aread of the piant which have these barrier requJrements and '

reviewing each of these areas. The results of this review are summarized
below in the Corrective Actions section.

SA?E*'l SIGNIFICANCE

The Auxiliary Feedwater System is required to remove core decay and
sensible heat. Alanough the-lack of CST enclosure integrity could have
resulted in a' loss of secondary cooling following the loss of CST integrity,
there was no safety significance prior to initial criticality since no core

L decay heat was present. During low poser testing a reduced amcunt of core
deeny heat was present. If.a CST failure had occurred during low power

!'

testing, the Control Room operators.would have been alerted to the condition
through CST ~1evel' indication on the Main Control Board as well as a low levely

alarm at'approximately 245,000 gallons. At this time, the operators wouldp

| have utilized existing procedures to provide make-up water to the steam
! generators. The existing water in the steam generators would have provided
| over thirty minutes of core cooling, allowing time for the operators to'

provide make-up water. Therefore, during low power testing the potential
! safety significance was minimal. .

'

Presently, the plant is in Mode 5, core residual heat has decayed to
negligible levels, and the CST er. closure da not required by the Technical

~ Specifications in this Mode. Therefore, no safety concern c'trrently exists.
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

The seal design for the three unsealed piping penetrations in the CST
enclosure is complete and seals have been inetslied by Minor Modification
(MMOD) 89-597. The balance of the existing penetration seals tequired for CST
enclosure integrity will be reinspected, and the surveillance requirements for
Technical Specification 3.7.1.3 will be clarified prior to the plant entering
Mode 3.

The review for generic implications discussed above includes the chree
basic barrier requirements that could have safety implications; they are
fire barriere, air pressure barriers, and hydrostatic barriers. Penetrations

"
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'theough barriers with any of'these requirements were reviewed to ensure that
,

=these requirements are met. The review of each barrier is summarized as ,

follows:

,

Fira Barriers:

Certain fire barriers are required to ensure plant safe shut down ,

capability. These barriers are established in accordance with the guidelines
provided by 10CFR50, Appendix R. Technical Requirements Section 7a11-4.7.9.5a

- requires establishment, maintenance and inspection of thosc fire barriers. To
' ensure that penetrations are sealed to maintain the safe shutdown barrier fire

-rating, Station Procedure UXO599.001, 18 Honth Inspection of Fire Barriers, !

identifies and requirer visual inspection of these barriers.

A walkdown was completed to inspect penetrations through the Appendix R
fire barriers. One piping panetration through the Refueling Water _ Storage
Tank (RWST) dike was identified that was not sealed with an approved fire seal
design. Since discovery, a fire watch has been posted as a compensatory
measure. This penetration will be sealed properly by Minor Modification
(MMOD) 89-617, prior to entry into Mode 4.

Hydrostatic Barriers:

Hydrostatic barriers are important to safety when they are required to
retain any volume needed for safe shutdown, (i.e., the CST enclosure).
Another safety related application arises when a' structure acts as a barrier
to flooding.

The CST enclosure seal application is. unique at Seabrook Station. The
CST is required.to provide plant secondary coolunt following a tornado with
attendant loss of offsite power (LOP). All other tan'.se .'equired.for safe
shutdown following an LOP are afforded tornado missilo protection. Flooding
can arise from either external sources or from a pipe break. There are no

* access openings in any exterior wall below the maximum design flood level of
20.6 MSL, except the fuel building roll-up door which is protected by a curb.
Plant flooding is only possible due to the effects of a pipe rupture.

Flooding effects due to a Moderate Energy Line Break (ME'LB) or High
Energy _Line Break (HELB) are detailed in the MELB study (UE&C TP-7) and
various flooding calculations. Credit is taken for sealing of compartments to
prevent flood spread in the following areas: Equipment Vault, Control ,

Building elevations of 50' and 75', the main steam /feedwater pipe chase,
diesel generator building. mechanical penetration area, and tank farm area.
These areas were reviewed and walked down to verify that required hydrostatic
seals were installed. Each area was found to be acceptable with the exception
of the tank farm and mechanical penetration area. A total of fifteen
penetration seals through these areas, thirteen in the RWST dike and two in
the mechanical penetration area, were identified to be unsealed or have seals
that may not withstand the effects of flooding. Additionally, an HVAC
penetration was identified that has a duct design and seal that may not
withstand the potential hydrostatic head associated with an RWST rupture.

.u s ceo in*meansg,0. ..
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The revised seal design for these fifteen hydrostatic penetrations is
'complete and controlled by MMOD 89-617. MHOD 89-617 also provides a revised '

HVAC duct design and seal that precludes potential leakage. These
modifications will be implemented prior to entry into Mode 4

q

Air. Pressure Barriers: ;

Air pressure barriers are important to safety in several applications.
Building pressures are required to prevent radiological releases from
exceeding 10CFR100 limits and maintain control room' habitability. Barriers '

are required to prevent tornado induced depressurization. Air pressure
barriers that isolate a high energy line break within a compartment for
equipment qualification purposes are importtnt to safety.

Tecnnica.'.1pecification 3/4.6.5 and 3/4.9.12 require that the
Containment Enciosurc-Ventilatiou Area (CEVA) and the fuel storage building be
maintained at -1/4" water gage to prevent releases and Technical Specification
3/4.7.6 requires the control room to be maintained at +1/8" water gage for
habitability. These requirements are verified by routine surv.111ance
procedures. Operating procadurar OX1423.15, Fuel Storage Building Emergency
Air Cleaning System 18 Month, and OX1423.08, Containment Enclosure Emergency.
Exhaust Filter System 18 Month, demonstrate that each redundant building

y exhaust unit maintains the required negative pressure within the fuel storage 4

L building and CEVA, respectively. Technical Support procedure EX1808.13,
Control Room Area. Ventilation System 18 Month Surveillance, verifies that the
CBA system maintains the required 1/8'. water gage positive pressure with the
minimum pressurization flow of 600 CFM. Excessive breaches through any of
these pressurization boundaries would result in a surveillance test failure
and appropriate corrective action would be undertaken. Each of these teste

| have'been successfully completed..thereby, demonstrating tne presence of
adequate air pressure seals. Therefore, it is concluded that ai,r pressure ;

barriers utilized for maintenance of building pressure are functional at

1. Sea:. rook Station.
||
l

| Exterior walls subject to tornado deprcasurization of the following
areas were walked down to verify that these barriers were adequately sealed:
Control Building, Service Water ? amp House, Primary Auxiliary Building and the D
Containment Enclosure Ventilation Area (CEVA). One penetration seal was found

| in the Control Building between the switchgear room and the Turbine Building
that may fail during tornado depressurization. This seal will also be
corrected by MMOD 89-617 pricr to entry into Mode 4.

Leakage from a high energy line break (HELB) into other areas of the
plant with safety related equipment is modeled in all cases, except in the

L' tack f ann area and amin steam /feedwater pipe chases wall. Walls surrounding
these areas are then potentiel HELB barriers. Potential barrier leakage due |

to a HELB within each of these areas was reviewed and determined to have a
negligible impact on environmentc1 conditiona elsewhere in the ple.nt.

~
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y The above actions confirm that adegaate seal control, exists at NHY.
F The results of.this analysis will be incorporated into a comprehensive seal

program description by January 31, 1990. Additionally, the barrier
requirements for walls will be transformed into a set of controlled drawings

- - - - by August 30, 1990. The' integrity of existing seals will be maintained
through the use of existing Station surveillance and maintenance programs.

PLANT CONDITIONS

At the time the inoperability of the CST enclosure was ide4.tified, the
plant was in Mode 5 with the RCS at a temperature of 112'F and vented to

f atnosphere. The plant has remained in Mode 5 since that time.

This is the first event of this type at Seabrook Station.
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